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The low-temperature spin glass state of the quasi-1D organic-based magnet ❢MnTPP❣+❢TCNE❣− ·xs1,3-
C6H4Cl2❞ has unusually long relaxation times due to frustration induced by dipole-dipole interactions between
fractal spin clusters. This long relaxation is investigated with in-field relaxation measurements. The extremely
long relaxation process enables probing of time-dependent phenomena using conventional magnetic measure-
ments, including sweep rate-dependent hysteresis curves, even for temperatures well above the spin glass
transition temperature
s
Tg❞. For a temperature of ✱1.3Tg, the coercive field increased by 170% for differing
sweep rates, while below Tg the change was less than 5%. A study of the temperature dependence of the
coercive field reveals detailed information on the behavior of fractal spin clusters within the system. For
temperatures above Tg, the largely single-chain spin clusters act independently during magnetic reversal. As the
spin clusters branch out below Tg, magnetic reversal is more cooperative, reflecting an enhancement of the
magnetic interaction in the interpenetrating fractal cluster system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Dipole-dipole interactions are nearly always ignored
when analyzing magnetic systems. Typically, these interac-
tions are insignificant when compared with the larger direct
exchange interaction. However, these interactions are impor-
tant in several systems, including organic-based magnets,1–3
pyrochlore spin ice materials,4,5 and frozen ferrofluids.6–8
Among these, the manganeseporphyrin family of organic-
based magnets provides a unique platform to study the im-
pact of dipole-dipole interactions in a highly anisotropic sys-
tem.
The manganeseporphyrin family of magnets forms one-
dimensional ✁1D✂ polymers with large, chemically tunable
✄☎10 to over 20 Å✮ interchain spacing.9 High-temperature
magnetic data agree1,9–11 with a model of alternating quan-
tum and classical spins.12 Bulk magnetic order at lower tem-
peratures results from dipolar interactions among chains, as
the large interchain spacing eliminates viable exchange
pathways.1,10,11 Competition between interchain dipole-
dipole interactions and the single-ion anisotropy of the metal
ion leads to frustration and spin glass ordering at low
temperatures.1,13
The spin glass transition occurs near 4 K for the manga-
neseporphyrin magnet ✆MnTPP✝+✆TCNE✝− ·x✁1,3-C6H4Cl2✂
✄TPP is tetraphenylporphyrin dianion, TCNE is tetracyanoet-
hylene✮. Recent studies13 report the transition to the frozen
state occurs as correlated spin clusters within the material
grow in both size and fractal dimension. The results from
this previous study show that near the spin glass transition,
the spin clusters are centered on single chains with correla-
tions branching into other chains. The transition is viscous,
covering a large range in both temperature and relaxation
times, which provides a unique platform for the study of
magnetic relaxation.
We report here the results of a study of the magnetic
relaxation of ✆MnTPP✝+✆TCNE✝− ·x✁1,3-C6H4Cl2✂ which
probes the role of the fractal nature of the spin clusters in
relaxation and magnetic reversal. In-field relaxation mea-
surements reveal stretched exponential behavior similar to
magnetic decay data previously reported.13 This relaxation
occurs on very long time scales due to the fractal nature of
the system, and has marked impact on typical magnetic mea-
surements. Dynamic hysteresis measurements were taken
both above and below the glass transition, providing insight
to magnetic reversal as the fractal spin clusters evolve. Hys-
teresis measurements well above the glass transition tem-
perature
✁
Tg✂ exhibit an effective coercive field ✁Hc✂ which is
strongly dependent on the sweep rate of the applied magnetic
field. The temperature dependence of Hc below Tg is linear
revealing a temperature-independent energy barrier respon-
sible for coercivity in the frozen state. This collective behav-
ior demonstrates the impact of the branching of spin clusters
into neighboring chains within an anisotropic fractal cluster
model. The interlocked fractal spin clusters increase the
strength of the interaction between clusters which enhances
the effective coercivity of the system. A crossover in the
temperature dependence of Hc from linear to more complex
behavior occurs at 5 K just above Tg. This crossover occurs
as the spin clusters are reduced to being located on single
chains and begin to act independently rather than coopera-
tively. The system near Tg was shown to behave as a collec-
tion of fractal spin clusters; attempts to model the relaxation














C6H4Cl2✂ were synthesized according to Ref. 9. In order to
avoid rotation of the highly anisotropic14 polycrystalline
powder, samples were constrained for study by dispersing it
in eicosane ✄melting point 36–38°C✮, heating above 40°C
and subsequently cooling to room temperature. The prepared
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samples were then sealed in quartz tubes or airtight Delrin®
sample holders. Measurements for dc magnetization were
taken on either a Quantum Design MPMS-5 SQUID magne-
tometer or a Quantum Design PPMS-9 with the ACMS op-
tion. Results from both instruments are in excellent agree-
ment. The ac susceptibility was measured with a LakeShore
7225 ac susceptometer/dc magnetometer. The instrument
was calibrated for both phase and relative amplitude at each
frequency by the use of a paramagnetic standard.
Magnetization measurements were recorded for various
applied fields, over a temperature range from 2.0 to 50 K.
The sample was cooled to the lowest measured temperature
either in the desired applied field ✭FC✮ or in zero applied field
✭ZFC✮ with the desired field subsequently applied. Magneti-
zation was then recorded upon warming the sample. In order
to observe dynamic effects, the magnetization was recorded
after waiting different periods of time prior to measurement
after the temperature had stabilized.
Magnetic hysteresis measurements were made for tem-
peratures from 2.0 to 6.0 K with uniform steps in magnetic
field. In order to observe time-dependent characteristics, hys-
teresis loops were recorded for different sweep rates of the
magnetic field. For each sweep rate, the magnetic field was
ramped linearly, with measurements taken upon reaching the
desired value of the applied magnetic field. In addition mea-
surements were taken with the magnet in a static mode, for
which the superconducting magnet was placed in the persis-
tent state ✭removed from the current source✮ at the desired
applied field before measurement of the magnetization. For
both types of hysteresis loops, care was taken to reduce the
remanent field from the superconducting magnet to ✱1 Oe.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. FC/ZFC magnetization
Magnetization data were collected for fields ranging from
5.0 to 1000 Oe. The data were recorded upon warming after
waiting a period of  5 s after the temperature had stabilized.
The data show spin-glass-like behavior, with a strong irre-
versibility between the FC and ZFC states of the system.
Below  5 K both the FC and ZFC magnetization remains at
a constant value consistent with a frozen spin glass state. The
value of the ZFC magnetization is approximately the same
for all recorded values of the applied field below  5 K.
In order to observe dynamic effects, FC/ZFC data for a
10 Oe applied field were recorded for various waiting times
at the desired temperature prior to measurement. The results
✭Fig. 1✮ show a small, but distinct shift in the bifurcation
point for data of different waiting times. The bifurcation
point shifts to lower temperatures with longer waiting times.
However, even for the longest waiting time measured
✭30 min✮, this bifurcation point occurs at  5 K, well above
the glass transition of 4.1 K as determined from a scaling
analysis of the ac susceptibility.13
B. Hysteresis measurements
Time-dependent effects in the isothermal hysteresis loops
were observed by taking data for three different sweep rates
of the applied magnetic field
✭
10.7, 53.5 and 107.0 Oe/s
✮
.
The magnetization was recorded at equal intervals in field up
to 50 kOe with 100 Oe steps at 5.2 K and 1250 Oe steps at





operated at a speed of 100 cm/s which signifi-
cantly reduces any errors due to the sweeping of the mag-
netic field.
Even well above Tgs4.1 K❞, a clear change in the hyster-
esis of the sample for the different sweep rates of the mag-
netic field is evident ❬Fig. 2✭a✮✁. At 5.2 Ks 1.3Tg❞ the field
required for reversal of the magnetization, the effective co-
ercive field Hc changes by 170% between the 10.7 and
107 Oe/s sweep rates. However, for temperatures well be-
low Tg, the hysteresis loops for the different rates are nearly
identical ❬✱5% change, see Fig. 2✭b✮✁. The value for Hc at




consistent with the large val-
ues observed in other manganeseporphyrin linear chain mag-
netic materials.15,16
Hysteresis loops also were recorded without applying a
field large enough to achieve saturation. These minor loops
were studied with the initial magnetization curve both in the
direction of positive ✭forward✮ and negative ✭reverse✮ applied
field at a temperature of 5.0 K with a field range of −300 to





from each other, with the forward loop shifted up and the
reverse loop shifted down from the origin. The loops possess
a very rounded shape at the edges and remain open upon
completing the cycle. Data also were taken at 2.5 K, how-
ever these loops below Tg were closed and showed no shift
between the forward and reverse directions.
Full saturation hysteresis loops taken in the static mode
between 2.0 and 6.0 K enabled an investigation of HcsT❞.





, care was taken to insure that data above Tg were taken
under the exact same time altering conditions, such as field
step size and density of data points. These steps were taken
FIG. 1. ✂Color online✄ FC and ZFC magnetization curves for
❢MnTPP❣+❢TCNE❣− ·x☎1,3-C6H4Cl2✆ recorded at 10 Oe applied
field for various waiting times at each temperature prior to measure-
ment. The inset plots the same data over a smaller temperature
region showing the small but reproducible shift due to time
dynamics.
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to provide a consistent set of measurements to analyze the
temperature dependence. It should be noted that the condi-
tions used for these temperature dependent measurements
were not the same as those used for the dynamic data of Fig.
2.20 The results ✭Fig. 4✮ show a linear dependence of Hc on T
up to temperatures of 5.0 K as reported for a related
system.15 Above 5.0 K, the temperature dependence of Hc is





pendent on the time scale of measurement. For measure-
ments performed in the static mode described above, the data





= 1 − aT2/3, s1❞
where H0 and a are fitting constants.
C. In-field relaxation
The dynamic response of the system to a magnetic field
was probed at various points on the initial magnetization
curve. Data were recorded as magnetization versus time for
temperatures above and below the expected glass transition
temperature. The magnetic field values were chosen to place
the system either on the first flat portion of the S-shaped
initial magnetization curve or on the more vertical section.
For a temperature of 5.0 K, these H values correspond to 100
and 1000 Oe, respectively, while for T=2.5 K the chosen
fields were 17.5 and 2.25 kOe. The results of the magnetic
relaxation in this manner are shown in Fig. 5. The best
achievable fit to the expected stretched exponential13




A large discrepancy is observed in the saturation value of
the magnetization for the fields at 5.0 K ❬Fig. 5✭a✮✄. The fits
to the data at 5.0 K are quite good and both yield a value for
☎ near 5000 s
✭
☎=5627 and 5181 s for 100 and 1000 Oe,













directions. The curves show the magnetic
history-dependent nature of the hysteresis loops as a result of mag-
netic relaxation.
FIG. 4. ✆Color online✝ Hc✞T✟ for ❢MnTPP❣+❢TCNE❣− ·x✞1,3-
C6H4Cl2✟ in the static mode, the inset shows a close-up for tem-
peratures above 5.0 K. The dash lines in the figure and the inset
















1,3-C6H4Cl2✟ for different sweep rates of




Above Tg, the hysteresis curve, and
Hc, is strongly dependent on the sweep rate. ✆b✝ Below Tg, the
curves are nearly identical.





respectively✮, while the value of s0 is 717 and 5038 Oe,
respectively. For the data below Tg at 2.5 K ❬Fig. 5✭b✮ , the
value for t is very long ✭t ✱105 s✮ as expected for tempera-
tures below the spin glass freezing transition. A good fit to
Eq. ✭2✮ was not possible for the data taken at 22.5 kOe which
lies near the coercive field value at this temperature.
D. ac measurements
To probe the response of the system on shorter time
scales, measurements of the ac susceptibility were recorded
from 4.5 to 50 K, at frequencies from 11.0 Hz to 11.0 kHz
with an ac field of 1.0 Oe and zero applied dc field ✭Fig. 6✮.
The data for 11.0 Hz was fit to a theoretical prediction for














✁1 − ❣❞2 + ✈2
✁3❞
with ❣=tanh✁2J /kT❞, ❤=tanh✁J /kT❞, and ❛=1/
t
. Fits were
made assuming Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy
equal to J /k.
The best fit to Eq. ✭3✮ ✭Fig. 6✮ was obtained for a value of
J /k=14.8 K, well below the experimentally determined
value of over 100 K ✭Refs. 1 and 9✮ found for the intrachain
exchange. Further, the fit is unsatisfactory in explaining the
rich structure of the experimentally measured peak. In par-
ticular, the theoretical predictions cannot explain the pres-
ence of the broad asymmetric peak. In addition, by assuming




for 33 Hz were calculated. The results
show a peak which is greatly reduced from the calculated fit
of the 11 Hz data. This reduction is much greater than the






The relaxation of the system at various applied fields ✭Fig.
5✮ provides key data to understanding the reversal mecha-
nism in ❢MnTPP✂+❢TCNE✂− ·x✁1,3-C6H4Cl2❞. This data
shows the time-dependent behavior at key points along the
hysteresis loop. We see that for temperature above Tg appre-
ciable change occurs to the magnetization for time scales
✄103 s. While for T✄Tg, the value of the magnetization is
essentially constant over this time range for values of the
applied field less than Hc. As Hc is approached, the data can
no longer be fit with a stretched exponential, implying a
different relaxation mechanism occurs for this region.
For most systems, this type of in-field relaxation occurs
too rapidly or over too small of a temperature range to study
its effects on typical magnetic measurements. In this system,
the unique fractal nature of the spin clusters causes a slow,
viscous relaxation process. This extremely slow relaxation
leads to the observed dramatic shifts in the hysteresis loops
shown in Fig. 2 as well as in the ZFC magnetization curves
of Fig. 1.13
The FC/ZFC magnetization curves show typical spin
glass behavior. The small, constant value of the ZFC magne-

















T=2.5 K. The symbols represent the data and











data to a model of an infinite
1D Ising spin chain. The fit to the 11 Hz data is unable to account
for the observed broad, asymmetric peak. Further, the predicted





are frequency independent❪ lies much below the
actual experimental data.





tization at low temperatures even at high fields ✭up to
1000 Oe✮ suggest a frozen spin glass state. The spins are
strongly held in the low spin state until the temperature is
increased above Tg. Near this point a sharp increase in mag-
netization to the FC value occurs, in accord with the viscous
behavior and long relaxation times observed in this system.
The effect of the long relaxation times is evident in Fig. 1
where the ZFC magnetization shows a shift in the bifurcation
point to lower temperatures with longer waiting times. These
long relaxation times above the glass transition keep the sys-
tem in a nonequilibrium state for measurements on normal
laboratory time scales
✭
time between measurements less than
one hour✮. For experiments in the equilibrium state, the bi-
furcation should occur at the glass transition. In this system
the slow relaxation prevents equilibrium state measurements
at normal laboratory time scales and is responsible for the
observed bifurcation temperatures being well above the glass
transition temperature of ✱4 K.
The time-dependent effects seen in the hysteresis curves




are evidence of magnetic
relaxation at high temperatures. When the response times of
the system are on the order of the time scale of measure-
ments, it is possible to record hysteresis curves at different
stages of the spin relaxation by adjusting the time between
measurements. Our data show a larger coercive field when
the applied field is ramped at a higher rate, in agreement with
theoretical calculations on spin glasses.19 The observation of
this type of relaxation at temperatures well above the glass
transition temperature is unusual for traditional 3D spin
glasses. However, due to the unique quasi-1D nature of this
system, the transition region covers a large range of both
temperatures and relaxation times.13 To our knowledge, the
170% change in Hc of Fig. 2 represents the largest such
increase reported.
The shapes of the minor hysteresis loops of Fig. 3 also
show evidence of magnetic relaxation. The loops are
rounded at the edges as the system has not fully relaxed to
the desired magnetization prior to reduction of the applied
field strength. This relaxation is also responsible for the loop
remaining open upon completion of the cycle. Further, a
magnetic history effect is clearly evident by the stark differ-
ences between the forward and reverse loop.
We propose that these relaxation effects above Tg reflect
the fractal spin glass state formed at lower temperatures.
Magnetic relaxation has been reported in other chain
compounds.1,21–23 For some of these systems21–23 the relax-
ation has been proposed to occur according to the 1D infinite
chain Ising model of Glauber.18 However, fits of the suscep-





were unsatisfactory. Also, the presence of
a distribution of relaxation times in this system, as observed
by Cole-Cole analysis of the ac susceptibility11 and the
stretched exponential decay of the thermoremanent
magnetization,13 is consistent with spin glass behavior and
not isolated 1D chains. We note that a fractal spin ground
state may occur in other nearly 1D magnetic chain systems.
An anisotropic fractal cluster model explains the long re-
laxation times observed in this system. Frustration in this
system has been attributed to competition between the
single-ion anisotropy of manganese and the interchain dipo-
lar interactions.1 As the dipole-dipole interactions are long
range, the frustration can be over many chains and prohibit
the system from reaching an equilibrium state. In this way
the dipolar interactions between the anisotropic clusters can
lead to a shift of characteristic response times toward longer
time scales, similar to effects caused by dipolar interactions
in ferrofluids.6,7
The HcsT❞, Fig. 4, provides insight into the mechanism for
magnetic reversal. At low temperatures Hc is nearly linear in
T, suggesting a temperature independent energy barrier re-
sponsible for magnetic reversal leading to HcsT✦0❞
✳40 kOe. A linear temperature dependence for Hc has been
predicted for domain wall systems for the case of weak
pinning.17 In the case of a spin glass, this corresponds to
strongly interacting spin clusters where many clusters re-
verse their magnetization simultaneously. Cooperative be-
havior also is suggested by the squareness of the hysteresis
loops below Tg when compared with the higher temperature
loops ✭Fig. 2✮. For higher temperatures, HcsT❞ is no longer




. This form has been
predicted17 for a system with strongly pinned domain walls;
for a cluster model this corresponds to weakly interacting
spin clusters.
The presence of the crossover from weakly to strongly
interacting clusters is predicted from the fractal nature of the
spin clusters in the system.13 Below✱5 K, the system begins
to have spin clusters of dimension slightly greater than one.
This implies that below this temperature, the clusters branch
out into multiple chains within the material. The lack of in-
terchain exchange pathways leads to anisotropic clusters
which are largely confined to a single chain, while branching
out to neighboring chains at various locations. This branch-
ing then enhances the interaction between clusters, stabiliz-
ing neighboring clusters into cooperative units and forcing
the system into the frozen spin glass state. This stabilization
of neighboring spin clusters is one factor leading to the large
observed coercive fields in this material. It has not escaped
our attention that a similar enhancement of interaction
strength could occur in other interpenetrating systems, for
example, interacting polymer chains in solution24 and fractal
aggregation on magnetic multilayers.25
V. CONCLUSIONS
In sum, the role of the fractal spin clusters in magnetic











1,3-C6H4Cl2❞. Frustration induced by
the long-range dipole-dipole interactions between fractal
spin clusters hinders magnetic reversal and causes extremely





. This slow stretched expo-
nential relaxation has a dramatic effect on typical magnetic
measurements. Above Tg, in the region where the fractal spin
clusters behave independently, dynamic hysteresis measure-
ments show the value of Hc to be strongly dependent on the
sweep rate of the applied magnetic field. To our knowledge,
rate-dependent hysteresis has not been reported in traditional
3D spin glasses at temperatures approaching T /Tg=1.3 as
presented here for this fractal cluster system. Below Tg, both
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the shape of the hysteresis loops and the linear temperature
dependence of Hc indicate collective behavior of spin clus-
ters in an anisotropic fractal cluster picture. In this lower-
temperature region, the branching of spin clusters into neigh-
boring chains forces the more collective behavior, with the
intermingling of clusters leading to an enhanced coercivity at
low temperatures. Attempts to model the magnetic relaxation
to a simple 1D model were unsuccessful furthering support
for the fractal interpretation.
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